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ayecee: I'm good at figuring it out. My question is what is a reasonable time to wait, because that's the only alternative I'm just
too impatient for a cable But thanks anyway exit Crap. That was supposed to be "exit" Anyway, thanks for the help. I'm off to
work. Cheekio: somsip, it's a bug that i should report. Ubuntu bug 1197608 in ubuntu-mate-settings (Ubuntu) "Install of Ubuntu
Mate fails on Dell Studio 1558" [Undecided,New] Thanks, claydoh somsip, can you use your workstation? alexfpms: I will
when I'm on the PC I'm having issues with. So maybe. somsip, thank you somsip, does it depends on the type of the problem?
somsip, if your workstation is a desktop but not a laptop? alexfpms: I don't have enough knowledge of the model to tell you if
it's been tested or not. I would think you could but it's not *my* model. somsip, i think the problem is in the installer alexfpms:
interesting. I'm not sure where you could start to gather information somsip, ok thank you anyway somsip, before submit a bug
report it would be interesting to know if it's normal alexfpms: I don't know. I'm no expert on Dell Studio 1558. There may be
something I have missed though somsip, if it
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